SKIING & SNOWBOARDING: Deep, pristine, fluffy snow with more than 5,200 acres of ski and snowboard terrain to explore. Workout with cross country skiing at iconic Gore Range. Take in the vast view of snowcapped Rocky Mountains and experience why Vail is like nothing on earth.

DOG SLEDDING: Experience a traditional form of transportation. As you ride along in the sled, a musher guides the beautiful dogs to lead a trail ride designated for mushers. A bucket-list experience!

SLEIGH RIDES: A charming winter ride that the entire family will enjoy. Choose a postcard setting ride on a private ranch or cap off your experience with destination mountain dining.

SNOW DAYS: The largest early-season mountain bash in North America celebrated with fresh tracks, outdoor concerts and more.

SHOPPING: Between Lionshead and Vail Village, Vail offers hundreds of shops from boutiques to outdoor gear to art galleries. Convenient In-town bus routes allow you to explore both base villages within a matter of minutes.

ICE-SKATING: Crackling fires to warm cold hands, sipping hot chocolate under romantic lights, gliding over the ice. Ice-skating in Vail Village, Lionshead, or Beaver Creek can be enjoyed by any age!

SNOWSHOEING: Group leaders will take you into the surrounding wilderness as you learn about the area history, wildlife and natural surroundings. All abilities welcome.

SNOWMOBILE TOURS: Your winter playground awaits, from guided groomed trail rides to backcountry escapades, you are sure to leave with stories to tell.

ADVENTURE RIDGE ON VAIL MOUNTAIN: Thrills to beat on the top of Vail Mountain. Open winter and summer featuring endless activities including tubing, ropes course, mountain coaster, ski biking, snowshoeing, kid’s snowmobiling, and more.

HEALTH SPA: After an unforgettable day on the mountain, rejuvenate your body with Vail’s many premiere spas and salons.